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ไวแมกซ์ตามมาตรฐาน IEEE 802.16j เพื่อครอบคลุมพื้นท่ีใหบ้ริการไดร้ะยะไกล 
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The wireless communication technology is used widely in term of education, 
industry, polities, etc, and the requirements of increasing communication efficiency 
have been existed. The broadband wireless or WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability 
for Microwave Access) has gained lots of attention nowadays as it is able to support 
unbound wireless communication, which can provide the service in a better distance. 
As these technologies need high speed data transmission, an antenna characteristics 
such as gain and bandwidth are importantissues in WiMAX systems. This is because 
resonator antenna based on Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity, a low-profile directive radiator is 
suitable for high-gain application. The design of highly directive cavity-type antenna 
has used the electric field distribution on the top surface above a superstrate that 
occurs edge diffraction to determine its shape and size. In addition, the directivity that 
varies with frequency and phase variation in the aperture is considered. Although the 
resonator antenna is more extensive, two ofthe major disadvantages are narrow 
bandwidth and large structures.Therefore, this thesis considers the problem of  
enhancing the directivity of folded dipole antenna covered by Electromagnetic Band 
Gap (EBG) materials for the superstrate. Researcher begins to study the receive-mode 
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improve the bandwidth of folded dipole. After that, the dimension of the cavity, the 
distance between the back side metal plate, the substrate, and the superstrate, is 
analysed to occur the maximum E-field at the desired frequency. Finally, it has been 
found that the antenna size is small and both the directivity level as well as the 
bandwidth could be further enhanced by using superstrate with upper surfaces and 
side reflective wall, while maintaining a low superstrate profile. The proposed 
antenna is suitable for WiMAX base station based on IEEE 802.16j standard, enabling 
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0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(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access : WiMAX) 
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WiFi IEEE 802.11a WLAN ) 54 Mbps 100 &$ 5 GHz 
WiFi IEEE 802.11b WLAN ) 11 Mbps 100 &$ 2.4 GHz 
WiFi IEEE 802.11g WLAN ) 54 Mbps 6.4-10 
ก.1&$ 
2.4 GHz 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16d WMAN ) 75 Mbps 1.6-5 
ก.1&$ 
Sub 11 GHz 
WiMAX IEEE 802.16e Mobile 
WMAN 
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(		"ก$-
	
0@(' &ก2$&&$@ IEEE 802.16j -' 0'&0 5.725-5.825 GHz 
 3.1.3 กE"F$G#' 
  ก#)'&0(' &ก2	"(!.##)'&0 3  0
'&0'.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/ 
  0"ก#)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	"( 0'&0 2.5 GHz  
   0'&0 2.3-2.4 GHz  
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ก)ก.ก 	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  (Mobile Service) 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ก)'&0'. 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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.กก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 #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 (Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service : MMDS) 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ก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ก"#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ก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ก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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& '.กก"# 
#)-$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 0'&0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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ก.#ก-&1 	"# 2*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ก#)ก(	#'(&&ก )/#*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 '
กก'&0%.กก"# #)-(&&ก-ก&
 0'&0/&0&#)11(' &ก2 %$ 1)&ก
	")ก'กก.#ก-&1 	"# 
  0"ก#)'&0	"( 0'&0 3.5 GHz  
   0'&0 3.4-4.2 GHz  
  $ก)'&0'. -$.()&กก)ก-% 0'&0/
ก.#ก)'&  0'&0 3.4-3.7 GHz )'&(& 3 .%
(Down or Space-to-Eart)  " 0'&0 3.7-4.2 GHz )'&(& 1 2  " 3 
.% (Down or Space-to-Eart) )'&(&()&ก-&$)/ 0
'&0 3.7-4.2 GHz .% )/0&ก#)'&0(' &ก2 0'&0/
(' &ก2#"(&(),ก")ก'#ก)'&!"'& %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)'&(&  $0@%)'&#"()กก'#กก.#ก(' &ก2 
  0"ก#)'&0	"( 0'&0 5 GHz  
   0'&0 5.15-5.25 GHz  
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'&/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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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-v 1)#ก)ก
)(&ก. 200 mW (E.I.R.P) #กก)! 200 mW (&&" กก-









   0'&0 5.25-5.35 GHz  
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(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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 1)#ก)ก
)(&ก. 200 mW (E.I.R.P) #กก)! 200 mW (&&" กก-
"(' &ก2 )/ 0'&0/#*(&%%ก!.# 0'&0(' &ก2 
   0'&0 5.47-5.725 GHz  
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-$.()ก) 0'&0/ก.#ก
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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 1 W (E.I.R.P) 	s## 0'&0/&ก-
%ก.#ก%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!ก 	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&#)
11(' &ก2 (&$%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   0'&0 5.725-5.825 GHz  
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  ก()1! (Dipole Antenna) 	
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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 )	 3.2 2*&.
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$%&ก.%ก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(	%/' ก%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ก"  (Current Distribution) #" )<%) (Magnitude) %ก" 
ก.)%*/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ก()1!* (Half-Wavelength Dipole) 	
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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H =                      (3.2) 
 




















(Linear Polarization)  * (Cycle) 'ก$&(==>#"&ก+"	
$
 "0ก ก	
ก1!(2 '$/ (Vertical Polarization)  "ก1!(2 '
(Horizontal Polarization) )	 3.3 ก#ก/&ก1!(2 'ก& (Circular)  " 
	' (Elliptical) '..!z/()ก ก1)&ก1!(2 '$/
'&0	.$.ก 5.8 GHz /ก1!(2%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#ก	%$'
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 (Horn) ก '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.&-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 $)$
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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 "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1 ก-.)/
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 	ก ,!&กก ()1!$&'&' l  ก  $
#"&.&! )2)%&กก'ก ()1!$0* &ก&'&'
	"&**%'&' / 2λ≃l  2*1)'(	ก ()1!$#"&
'&' / 2λ λ≤ ≤l  #ก#"v!#"#.)) "(&ก.)!%  $.&-ก
&กก< '&' / 2λ≃l  2*&'&$)%ก 73 Ω≃inR  	")<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  ก ()1!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(Coaxial Transmission Line) 1)$()#ก1%&ก.)%*/v $ก$
ก  $&0(	$-ก  (Two-Wire Line/Twin Lead) ()!"
.&! )2ก+"&	"& 300 Ω  2*กก.&! )2)%%ก 
()1!!2*&	"& 300 Ω  ( )4 73 292 × = Ω  -)'ก (ก<$&ก#"
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( )0 tan / 2β=tZ jZ l                    (3.4) 
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                (3.5) 
 
!,$ก-ก%)!# # / 2λ≅l  # ),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 ( ) ( )0/ 2 tan / 2λ π= →∞tZ jZ                    (3.6) 
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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                   (3.12) 
 
 "กก)'&'%ก ()1!&'&' / 2λ=l  #" →∞tZ  "
.&! )2)%&ก 
 
4 292= ≃in aZ Z Ω                   (3.13) 
 
 #กกก ()1!!&.&! )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2 ก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'&' / 4λ  (quarter-wave transformers) 1)ก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)'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$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!
ก.)ก,!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!)กก.)ก"1) 2*ก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$-'# ก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& ก.&! )2ก+"%
ก ) )	 3.7 2*'.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-.ก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 ก#2"ก 6$ # / 4λ  (quarter-wave transformers) #ก$#,2+ก
ก#2"(#6#$%"'$#(ก(# (?!($($3$ 
ก#2" 3.8 %)##$%"'($$'+#2" 6 
 
0=l LZ Z Z                     (3.14) 
 
  #*,2+,$กก 6 0f  %)!+ #'(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 3.8 ก#2"ก 6$ # / 4λ   
 
3.5  
Pก$& (Power Divider)  
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PRก'SST (Electromagnetic Band Gap : EBG) 
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& 2*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&$.%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	ก$. ก.)#ก1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&กก'ก#)
(composition) #กก,'กก%')%)<ก (	ก$.#"&%)<กก''&'&ก) !
ก.)&$.	".z.,")&1 (macroscopic) ก	
) $'ก
&,$ &<ก(==> ก.)#กก,'ก$'%ก'%1&&$(==>  "
 &<ก (electric and magnetic moments) 2*,ก"")&1#"	%v
!&(==>  "'&2*&2 &<ก	".z., (effective permittivity : εeff  and      
permeability : µeff ) %$'ก%) (bulk medium) )/v.')&0#"	"ก
%*/#กกs%')	").+@-.)'&$'ก%(	$'ก,.'%$'ก
ก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,ก &0ก!&.$$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.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                  (3.23) 
 
& 1 21 11= +v s s  
 2 21 11= −v s s  













-' 0'&0 &<ก(==> (Electromagnetic Band Gap : EBG) 	
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E!#\  (High Directive Resonator    
 Antenna) 
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 a   '&ก'% ,$' (patch width) 
 g   -'"' ,$' (gap width) 
 h   '&%')@ (substrate thickness) 
 1h   '&%'.$/ (cavity height) 
 ε r   v!&%().<ก$.ก (dielectric constant) 
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  TE Polarization )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%$'
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&& φ  #"0ก.) 90φ =  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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#"&,$12
$&& θ  / #*!.#!"&& θ  1) 	ก ,ก%ก()
1!!&ก ( )θf  ก)"""'"ก') "-' 0'&0
 &<ก(==>ก h   "&	".z.ก" (reflection coefficient)%-'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E f E r r e                  (3.25) 
 
& ϕ∆ n  '&$=ก.)#กก	 	"'=ก"#ก ,$' (ϕPEC )
=ก"#ก-' 0'&0 &<ก(==> (ϕEBG )  "=%, (ψ ) 
 
& 1ψ  '&$="',$' 1  " 2 1)&0'&$=
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= h                   (3.27) 
 
& 2ψ  '&$="',$' 2  " 3 1)&0'&$=

















= h                   (3.29) 
 
 " 3ψ  '&$="',$' 1  " 3 2*()#ก,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 3 1 2ψ ψ ψ= +                    (3.30) 
 




2 tan sin 2 tan sin
π π
ψ θ θ θ θ
λ λ








= h                   (3.32) 
 






ϕ ψ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
∆ = − − +PEC EBG
h                  (3.33) 
 







ϕ θ θ ϕ ϕ
λ λ θ
∆ = − − +PEC EBG
h







ϕ θ θ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
 ∆ = − − +  
PEC EBGh                (3.35) 
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 ∆ = − − +  
PEC EBGh                (3.36) 
 
 ( )21 2 12 sin 1
cos
π
ϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
 ∆ = − − +  
PEC EBGh                (3.37) 
 
#ก 2 2sin cos 1θ θ+ =  #"() 2 2sin 1 cosθ θ− = −   &ก (3.37) #"() 
 
 ( )21 2 12 cos
cos
π
ϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
 ∆ = − − +  






ϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ
















ϕ ψ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
∆ = − − +PEC EBG
h                 (3.40) 
 




4 tan sin 2 2
cos
π π
ϕ θ θ ϕ ϕ
λ λ θ
∆ = − − +PEC EBG
h




4 tan sin 2 2
cos
π
ϕ θ θ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
 ∆ = − − +  
PEC EBGh                (3.42) 
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 ∆ = − − +  
PEC EBGh                (3.43) 
 
 ( )22 2 14 sin 1 2 2
cos
π
ϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
 ∆ = − − +  
PEC EBGh                (3.44) 
 
#ก 2 2sin cos 1θ θ+ =  #"() 2 2sin 1 cosθ θ− = −   &ก (3.37) #"() 
 
 ( )22 2 14 cos 2 2
cos
π
ϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ θ
 ∆ = − − +  




4 cos 2 2
π
ϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ
∆ = − − +   PEC EBGh                 (3.46) 
 
)/0&#'ก n #"() 
 
 ( )2 2 cosπϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ
∆ = − − +n PEC EBGnh n n                 (3.47) 
 
 4 cosπϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ
 ∆ = − − +  











&ก)  4 cosπ θ ϕ ϕ
λ
 Φ = − − +  
PEC EBGh   &ก (3.48) #"() 
 
 4 cosπϕ θ ϕ ϕ
λ
 ∆ = − − + = Φ  
n PEC EBGn h n                 (3.49) 
 


















                  (3.50) 
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               (3.53) 
 
(ก<$& &!.#) ( r )  "= (ϕEBG ) %&	".z.ก"%-' 0'&0
 &<ก(==>=sก-%&& θ  ก)#"ก.)%*/& 0θ =   #"() 
 
 4 cos0 0πϕ ϕ
λ
− − =EBG PEC h                  (3.54) 
 
 4 0πϕ ϕ
λ















ϕ ϕ−  
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  (Transverse Electric Polarization Mode) 
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  (Transverse Magnetic Polarization Mode) 
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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ก-% x, y )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( ) ( )kztEtzE xox −= ωcos2,                      (3.42) 
 
( ) ( )kztEtzE yoy −= ωcos2,                      (3.43) 
 
1) ( ) 2122 xixrxo EEE += , ( ) 2
1
22
yiyryo EEE +=   " θ  	
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&%=2 Ey &

























E                    (3.44) 
 
 ,()$&&ก (3.44) #"	
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'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ก ก x 
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ก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 Ex  " Ey (&ก ( 0sin ≠θ ) #"	
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E                        (3.45) 
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/	
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&  (Linear Polarization) 
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 (Elliptical Polarization) 
 &=% Ex  " Ey (&ก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1)
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 3.9.3 %H'(N&
ก (Circularly Polarization) 
 & yx EE =  )'1!(2-()#"	
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++
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1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%0กก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% / 2λ=l  %I
	HI%กE	#$$"(








&X 300 # 	"[& 4.1 (ก) I	#I
I%กE	#$$"
 (H) I	$	KHI%กE	#$$" I%กE	#$$"&GI%กE
I	J (balun) D/กI%0I"``X[ก0
&GI%0I"``X#ก
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#I(&	"[& 4.2 (ก)  (H) I	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ก&D% / 4λ  (quarter-wave transformers) #	%ก
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 ก 3 ก !ก"#$%$กก&











ก	#$$" ( l ) 
 
  / 2λ= gl                     (4.1) 
 













λ =g  
 
  
0 24.65 mmλ =g                    (4.2) 
 
 '(&ก (4.2) $ก (4.1)  
 









ก	#$$" ( aW ) 
 
  0.05λ≤a gW                     (4.3) 
 
 '(&ก (4.2) $ก (4.3)  
 
    ( )( )0.05 24.65 mm≤aW  
 
  













  ก   &  " %# ,   &   5#    ก   &   
































(H) ก(#	%ก&D% / 4λ  (quarter-wave transformers) 




	(	** ( l ) 
 
  / 4λ= gl                     (4.4) 
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	(	** ( lZ ) 
 
  0=l LZ Z Z                     (4.5) 
 
 '( lZ  	( ,&5#1
"*&
	(	** 
 '( 0Z  	( ,&5#	!/ก/ 1
.
 
























 '( 1Z  &  2Z  	( ,&5#1
ก	.'.ก 26  )#กก
 3.16  *.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0 13 = ΩLZ  
 
 '(& 0  = 50 ΩZ  &  13 = ΩLZ  $ก (4.5)  
 
    ( ) ( )50 13=lZ  
 
  
0 25 = ΩlZ  
 
ก
HI%I (W ) 
 
  ก ( )' 2 1 11 1 4ln ln
119.9 2 1 2
ε ε π
ε ε π
+   −





H                (4.6) 
 




8 4 exp '
−
 












	(	** 2  8=W  ,,'"& '( 0 50=Z  )#  	*ก*
1
'	",












 4.6 (ก) &  4.6 (1) &
	. 11S  58
 ')=*.	. 11S  .'6"*"! 
	#$ก
ก& (ก,/	. 11S   ,ก&$) / 	*$%
	. 11S  "ก*.-10 dB
)   	 *  *.   
 
   . 
 <.    
     ก   ก   > '  '( 
  ก ก     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	**1
ก ( l ) 	*ก*
 )*.
ก ( aW ) %.
*.
 )*.

















L  : 	**1
*!A
    52 mm 
W  : 	*ก*
1
*!A
 20.4 mm 
l  : 	**1
ก   12 mm 
tW  : 	*ก*
"*1
ก       1 mm 
aW  : 	*ก*
 )*.
ก     1.2 mm 
g  : %.
*.
 )*.
ก    0.5 mm 
gW  : 	*ก*
1
 ก*#     12 mm 
1W  : 	*ก*
1
'	",       3 mm 
2W  : 	*ก*
1
"*&
	(	** / 4λ        8 mm 
S  :   ).
 )*.
กก ก*#       1 mm 




     20 mm 

























(H)  11S  
[& 4.6 1/กก/0I%กE	#$$"	
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4.3 กก#ก$% &'ก 
 4.3.1 ' &'ก ( l )  
  '(ก'&
	.	**1
ก)( l  	( $) l  '.ก
12  ,, '" 14  ,, '" 15  ,, '" &  16  ,, '" $)	., '"#(9 
	.	
 กก




	*"& ก&"%#180 ก 4.7  ')=*. '( l  '.ก 16 ,,'"  	.
11S  ! &".'(
ก	. 11S  	.ก*. -10 dB .		!	*+,",ก%.*
	*
ก








 4.7 	. 11S  1
ก '(ก'&
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ก)( aW  	( $) aW  '.ก
1.2 ,,'" 1.0 ,,'" 0.8 ,,'" &  0.7 ,,'" $)	.,'"#(9 
	.	
 กก


















 4.8 '( aW  '.ก 0.7 ,,'"  *. ก&"%#!& 	. 11S  		!	*
+,",ก 




 4.8 	. 11S  '(ก'&
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ก)( g  	( $)  g  '.ก  0.5
,,'" 1.0 ,,'" &  1.5 ,,'" $)	.,'"#(9 	.	
 กก
<





ก&"%#. ก 4.9 '( g  '.ก 1.0 ,,'"  ')=*.	. 11S  ก&"%#& 
		!%.*
	*+,",ก 




 4.9 	. 11S  1
ก '(ก'&
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)( 1d  	( $)  1d  '. ก  20  ,, '"  25  ,, '" &  30  ,, '" $)
	.,'"#(9 	.	
 กก















 4.10 	. 11S  1
ก '(ก'&
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)( 2d  	(  $)  2d  '.ก  19  ,, '"  20  ,, '" &  21  ,, '" $)
	.,'"#(9 	.	
 กก




	*" & ก&"%#.  ก  4.11  '( 2d  











 4.11 	. 11S  1
ก '(ก'&
	. 2d  
 







 1) &  4.12 &
	.
11S  ก<ก
ก  ')=*.	. 11S  	.ก*. -10 dB  		!%.*

	*"0
&". 5.761 GHz 8







 5.8 GHz & 		!%.*
	*
"0
&". 5.725 GHz 8
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L  : 	**1
*!A
   60 mm   68 mm 
W  : 	*ก*
1
*!A
 19.4 mm  18 mm 
l  : 	**1
ก    15 mm 15.8 mm  
tW  : 	*ก*
"*1
ก       1 mm   1.5 mm 
aW  : 	*ก*
 )*.
ก     0.7 mm      2 mm 
g  : %.
*.
 )*.
ก       1 mm      1 mm 
gW  : 	*ก*
1
 ก*#     12 mm      5 mm 
1W  : 	*ก*
1
'	",       3 mm   1.5 mm 
2W  : 	*ก*
1
"*&
	(	** / 4λ        8 mm   2.6 mm 
S  :   ).
 )*.
กก ก*#       1 mm   1.5 mm 




     25 mm 27.35 mm   
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 2) & 
 4.13 (1) &
	. 11S  ก<ก
ก"&  ')=*.	. 11S  	.
ก*. -10 dB 		!%.*
	*"0
&". 5.44 GHz 8
 6.33 GHz 	*+,",ก%.*

	*ก




&". 5.44 GHz 8
 6.33 GHz '%.ก <ก
&ก&<.








$ DD-&  &.')=ก&


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() 1ก/0[&ก1$" 3 ( 
[& 4.13 1/กก/0I%กE	#$$"	
%#&ก CST Microwave Studio (() 
 
 
      
(ก) [&ก1$"I  ! 
[& 4.14 1ก/0I%กE	#$$"	
















%#&ก CST Microwave Studio (() 
  
4.4 กก		**!+	,ก--. 









&	*&.')=กDD-  ก* 2 .*
	( 1. &<."* ( a ) 2. %.
*.
 )*.
&<."* ( g ) 58
	*/)	.,'"#

".0 '(ก)$)	*+,",ก	( 5.8 GHz & ->>/*	( 
















&<."* ( a ) 
 
  0.12λ= ga                     (4.8) 
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    24.65 mmλ =g  
 
 '(& 24.65 mmλ =g  $ก (4.8) 
 
    ( )0.12 24.65 mm= ×a  
 
  





&<."* ( g ) 
 
  0.02λ= gg                     (4.9) 
 





















    24.65 mmλ =g  
 
 '(& 24.65 mmλ =g  $ก (4.9) 
 
     0.02 24.65 mm= ×g  
 
  
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&	*&.')=กDD-&  4.15 (1)  
&
	. 11S  58









+,",ก 5.8 GHz 	.,'"#$%$ก)	.') &ก. 	**H
%.
*.
&	*&.')=กDD-( 1L ) 
H1("0 ( a )  )*.
&<."*       
( g ) 58














&	*&.')=กDD-   52 mm 
a  : 
H1("0     4 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."* 0.5 mm 
h  : I[H"I	Jp 1.6 mm 
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	( $)  1L  '.ก 52  ,, '"  100  ,, '"  120  ,, '" &  130  ,, '" $)
	.,'"#(9 	.	
 กก
<*. '(	. 1L  ',180 $)	. 11S  ก&"%#
180&  	 *  +, ", ก  %. *
 	*  ก  
 '(   
 	*   
 180  &". '(   1L
'.ก  130  ,, '" *.	. 11S  ก&"%#.
 4.16 
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"*)( a  	( $)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ก










 &".'( a  กก*. 3 ,,'"  *.
	. 11S  ก&"%#.&

 4.17 
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&<."*)( g  	( $) g  '.ก
0.5 ,,'" 2.5 ,,'" 3.0 ,,'" &  3.5 ,,'" $)	.,'"#(9 
	.	
 กก
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*.	. 11S  	.ก*. -10 dB 		!%.*
	*"0
&". 5.11 GHz 8

























&	*&.')=กDD- 120 mm 
a  : 
H1("0     4 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."*  2.5 mm 
h  : I[H"I	Jp 1.6 mm 
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1') !	* 5.8 GHz ก 4.20 'ก'
&*&9 ,,
'"# 10 ,,'"#&  11 ,,'"# *.ก'
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&.')=กDD-&   .
)('ก*. 	*,"0 (cavity height : 1h ) '('1
&*%.
*.
&	*&.')=กDD- ') & "
"*"! 
	#$ก
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 &$ก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1 9
3 10 / 90.126 180
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 4.22 & 	. 11S  
 4.23 58
 ')=*.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&	*&.')=กDD-   90 mm 
a  : 
H1("0     4 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."* 2.5 mm 
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*,"0)( 1h  	($)  1h  '.ก 20

















0'(ก	. 1h  '.ก 30 ,,'" 
   
 
 
 4.24 	. 11S  '(ก'&
	. 1h  
 












"1          

"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&	*&.')=กDD-.*ก           
"&&  4.25 (1)  ')=*.	. 11S  ก&"%#& 		!%.*
	*
"0
&". 4.97 GHz 8





































































&	*&.')=กDD-   90 mm 
a  : 
H1("0     4 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."* 2.5 mm 
1h  : I[H(  30 mm 
h  : I[H"I	Jp 1.6 mm 
: Id$%H	ก(ก 4.4      
 
( 4.7 "(H%%/ก1ก/0 
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4.6 กกก




































 (reflective sidewalls height : 2h ) 58
 ,/






































&	*&.')=กDD- 120 mm 
2L : %H<
 .




&	*&.')=กDD-   90 mm 
a  : 
H1("0     4 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."* 2.5 mm 
1h  : I[H(  30 mm 
h  : I[H"I	Jp 1.6 mm 
: Id$%H	ก(ก 4.4      
 






 )( 2h  	($) 2h
'.ก 30 ,,'" 40 ,,'" &  50 ,,'" $)	.,'"#(9 	.	
 กก

<*. '(	. 2h  ',180 $)	. 11S  ก&"%#180 &". 2h  ',ก180  *.
	. 11S  ก&"%#.&

 4.29 








 4.29 	. 11S  '(ก'&




































"&  ')=*.	. 11S  	.ก*. -10 dB
		!%.*
	*"0
&". 5.52 GHz 8







  4.31 (ก)


























&	*&.')=กDD- 120 mm 
2L : %H<
 .




&	*&.')=กDD-   90 mm 
a  : 
H1("0     4 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."* 2.5 mm 
1h  : I[H(  30 mm 
2h  : I[H1"	
H
  40 mm 
h  : I[H"I	Jp 1.6 mm 
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4.7 กก		**!+	,ก--.	ก






































&	*&.')=กDD- 277.75 mm 
a  : 
H1("0      10 mm 
g  :  )*.
&<."*   25.25 mm 






























(ก) 1ก/0[&ก1$" 3 ( 
[& 4.35 1/กก/0I%กE#K(
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&ก CST Microwave Studio 2009 ก 3.34 *. 	. 11S  ก*. -10 dB 		!
%.*
	*"0
&". 5.705 GHz 8














 4.35 (1) &  (	)
(0	" K[&ก1$"&G//E&  *.[&ก1$"
)
 (back lobe) 'ก,180&  











ก" 375 x 277.75 x   
70 mm 

















/0("&!ก0" H	 (mm) "(H%% (dB) 
I%กE	#$I( (
) 375 x 277.75 x 70 13.2 
I%กE	#$$"I( ((






















<*&ก  CST 










<*#&ก CST Microwave  














 (back lobe) " $)ก"1
',180'.ก 15.1 dB & 		!%.*
	*"0
&". 5.52 GHz 8
 6.06 GHz ก0
ก






































(network analyzer) % HP8720C  -8(-!ก6	8	87กก  

!7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
-8+6
ก CST Microwave Studio 2009 (-## 8กW	-ก &

 (-	 5.1 (6
 Zกก+8.$-+6
ก CorelDRAW 9 56	 5.1 ,9
!(6.$-.ก - 8กW(+,, +8 8กW(+,, -ก
7%(+ 6
$ FR4 ก! 8กW(+,,-

































56	 5.2  8กW(+,,-
 
 
	 5.1 %,%3 	.$-.ก - 8กW(+,,-
 
, # 
L  : 8# b   68 mm 
W  : ก-# b  18 mm 
l  : 8# 8กW 15.8 mm  
tW  : ก-!# 8กW(+,,   1.5 mm 
aW  : ก-% 8กW       2 mm 
g  : $%%% 8กW      1 mm 
gW  : ก-#ก      5 mm 
1W  : ก-# -(+ 6   1.5 mm 
2W  : ก-#
698 / 4λ    2.6 mm 
S  : 8%% 8กWกก   1.5 mm 
1d  : 8%% 8กWก## b 27.35 mm   



















 11S  ก
	
 11S  "#ก  $%&
	 11S  ก$	 -10 dB #$$	 
'&&	&(	)*#&#ก+ก,# &กก
"ก' 10 % &*"#-ก	&. 	& 11S  "#)%	ก$	 	ก -10 dB

 $	#ก+ก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 11S  "&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,* 5.5 (		&$	&%$%	'2ก)334	 -#2 
 





1L : 8#	&$	&%$%	'2ก)334 120 mm 
1w : ก-#	&$	&%$%	'2ก)334   90 mm 
a  : -#
7%!     4 mm 
g  : $%%"$	&(	$ 2.5 mm 
1h  :  5#	  30 mm 
2h  :  5#7-#-  40 mm 
h  :  5# b 1.6 mm 
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8 8(ก          
9 λ/2 2DR ≥  42 R  9 8%% 8กW 
 8กW- +8ก
 	ก!.-8	%		&	  5.8 GHz .		ก!.-	%%ก 40                               
4 
 D  9 #ก-#$%%
&&	
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%'ก())* +8	&	
6lก85%	 5.725 GHz &2 5.825 GHz 6i 8กW-!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π                  (5.2) 
 
/# tP      ก'&*4ก#ก+6	& 
 rP      ก'&)&#ก+6 
dBG    #88# 8กWh %
 8กWh9 8กW 
  	ก9ก 
 tG      ##&#ก+6	& 
 rG      ##&#ก+6 
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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3 #$&ก4
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